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Abstract
Internet which is included plenty of huge data source is now rapidly increasing in all domains. It is considered as
valuable data sources if the data can be processed that results in information. Data mining techniques are widely
utilized in web documents in order to extract information. In this paper a data mining approach based on
Ontology is proposed to classify web documents in order to facilitate applications based on classified text
documents like search engines. The proposed approach is implemented and applied on several web documents.
The experimental results show considerable progress.
Keywords: key phrase, data mining, ontology
1. Introduction
There are main resources on the internet containing information in any field of human activities that the
availability of information technology (IT) make growth of digital data volumes exponentially. Although the size
of data resource are massive and unstructured, there are a lot of application mining on the web and help people to
find relative information [11]. Readers can easily recognize the main topic of the documents by frequent key
phrases which contain one or more key words. Indeed key phrases point to major concept of the document.
Many text-based applications such as search engines, text summarization and text clustering are based on key
phrases. [7] [12]
Because of the massive information included on the web, it is impossible to manually extract key phrase. Then
an effective method should mine and classify the text documents. The process cannot be performed manually
because of the huge volumes of data. Consequently automated techniques are developed in order to classified
documents. Although these kind of techniques produce several errors, but these are more preferable in
comparison to manual techniques. [10] [13]
An ontology based approach is proposed in this paper such that automatically extract key phrases and classify
web documents [6]. For this reason a qualified ontology which explain categories and sub categories precisely is
needed. In order to build such ontology Wikipedia which is a "multilingual, web-based, free-content
encyclopedia project supported by the Wikimedia Foundation and based on an openly editable model" is used.
Wikipedia is expanded by collaborative attempt, and consequently all of the fields are approximately contained
in. in order to build such a qualified ontology the approach proposed by C. Schonberg is used [5]. The ontology
extracted from Wikipedia is named to WikiOnt. Because of the huge amount of categories included in the
Wikipedia the ontology extracted is qualified.
Remaining of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 explains a number of related works which are carefully
explained with each benefits and drawbacks. The algorithm generating ontology from Wikipedia is explained
comprehensively in section 3. Section 4 explains how to extract key phrases. Section 5 contains evaluation
results and the conclusion section is followed.
2. Related Works
Researches concentrates on extracting key phrases from text documents which are divided into supervised
techniques and unsupervised ones. Unsupervised approaches are concentrated on this section. These approaches
are conducted by two steps. Initially using several policies variety of key phrases are candidate, then variety of
ranking algorithms are utilized in order to select most essential key phrases.
Brace Well in 2005 proposed an approach initially select some cluster from document, then the selected clusters
are ranked. Ranking process is performed by calculating frequencies of terms occurred in the document.
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Eventually top ranked categories are selected as key phrases. [2]
There are other kind of researches which are used graph-based ranking algorithm in order to extract key phrases.
For this reason a graph with terms as nodes and their associations as edges are generated. Then a graph based
ranking algorithm is applied to the graph and top ranked terms are selected as key phrases. A graph based
ranking approach to extract key phrases are proposed by Litvak in 2008 and Haung in 2004. [3][4]
In [8] a full-text documents are represented by a graph which its nodes and edges are determined by entry
recognition and UMLS semantic network, then the concepts are ranked by using relative important algorithm.
Sarkar in 2011 proposed an approach which extract key phrases from Bengali documents using two important
features, the first occurrence and the frequency. [9]
Yu presents an approach which uses CRF in order to extract key-phrases, and then a classifier like SVM is used
to classify txt documents. [10]
In this paper a new approach based on ontology is proposed which extract key phrases in order to classify text
documents.
3. Ontology
The ontology used for this reason should be contained all the fields with hierarchy structure. Consequently it
cannot build manually. As briefly explained earlier the ontology is generated by mining Wikipedia. Wikipedia is
a free encyclopedia contains numerous articles written in hundreds of languages. Because of the collaborative
efforts of lots of users in adding new articles, Wikipedia expand enormously and consequently it contains almost
all of the fields and sub fields.
Schonberg [5] used wikis in order to develop ontology. in this paper Schonberg's algorithm is used to generate a
large qualified ontology with all categories and sub categories exist in Wikipedia.
The technique proposed by Schonberg follows three main steps:
1.

Categories are extracted from Wikipedia

2.

A hierarchy category graph is developed.

3.

An Ontology is created from category graph.

Conducting those steps an ontologies is constructed which is well qualified for this reason. In order to facilitate
the ontology is called WikiOnt. Figure 1 shows a view of WikiOnt.

Figure 1. View of WikiOnt
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4. Proposed Approach

There are three main steps included which are described as follows:
1.

The key phrases are extracted and grouped.

2.

The effect ratio of each key phrases are calculated.

3.

The category of text document is specified by utilizing WikiOnt.

4.1 Extracting Key Phrases
In order to extract key phrase 2 steps are performed:
1.

A set of candidate key phrases are selected.

2.

Candidate key phrases are ranked using a ranking algorithms.

3.

Ten top ranked key phrases are selected.

The input of the proposed approach is plaintext documents. Consequently the documents should be converted to
plaintext one, it can be easily done by document converter.
Stanford POS Tagger (Note 1) system is applied to plaintext documents in order to assign pos tag to each sense.
After that key phrases included less than 3 words are selected. Number of key phrases can be reduced
enormously by eliminating key phrases with invalid pos tag information. For example key phrases which are
not labeled as adjectives, verbs, or nouns, are removed.
4.2 Calculating Effect Ratio for Each Key Phrase
It is clear that key phrases only included one keyword occurs more than those containing more than. Key phrases
are divided into 3 list: the ones containing one keyword, key phrases included 2 keywords and the last list
contains key phrases having 3 keywords. So frequency of each key phrase is compared with those of the same
keyword number.
Always key phrases appeared in the beginning of the documents are more important. For each key phrases 4
parameters are evaluated: importance ratio, first appearance ratio, key phrases frequency and effect ratio.
importance ratio is evaluated by dividing first appearance ratio into total where First appearance ratio is the
number of key phrases appeared in the document earlier and Total is the total number of key phrases included in
the document.
If a key phrase occurs in bold style in the document, it is more important than the key phrases with the same
frequency ratio which are not bold anywhere. Consequently its importance ratio is multiplied by 1.2. Key phrase
Frequency is evaluated by counting key phrase 's occurrence in the document.
effect ratio is evaluated using equation (1):
(1)
When effect ratio is calculated for each key phrase, Wordnet is utilized to clarify synonym key phrases. The
synonym key phrases are grouped. And the total effect ratio is assigned to each group by total sum of effect ratio
of each key phrase included in the group.
Eventually the groups are sorted by their total effect ratios and ten top ranked groups are selected which are most
frequented in the text document.
4.3 Classifying Text Document Using WikiOnt Ontology
After selecting more important key phrases, it is amied to map each group to a source included in WikiOnt.
Wordnet plays key role in the mapping process.
For this reason each group gi of key phrases should be mapped to a resource ri of WikiOnt using mapping
algorithm. In order to classify text document, the process is conducted. At first the resource set {r1,r2,…r10} is
partitioned into 5 subset
, , , ,⋯, ,
The following algorithm is performed for each subset

,

:

Step 1: if ri and rj are the same, then the result is ri or rj. There is no difference.
Step 2: if ri is ancestor of rj the result will be rj.
Step 3: if none of above conditions fires, then a closest resource rx is discovered such that it must be ancestor of
both resource ri and rj.
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After executing the algorithm, result in 5 resources, one for each set , . Proposed algorithm is conducted
recursively until only one resource is remained. The remaining resource is the nearest class to the document.
As explained earlier most of the unsupervised proposed algorithm is performed automatically. The proposed
algorithm is implemented and performed on a variety of text documents. The results are obtained and explained
carefully in the following section.
5. Results
The proposed technique is applied on several text documents. Three articles are selected from
http://whatis.techtarget.com/ and the results for each are demonstrated in the following. Table 1 illustrates the
results.
Table 1. Correct class and result obtained
Document1
Document2
Document3

correct class
Data masking
Role mining
Authentication

result obtained
Data masking
Mining
Authentication

The results indicate that result is to some extend more accurate for documents which are more general. If the
document is in a specific filed, the proposed approach always returns one ancestor of its exact class.
In the following a text document is given to the proposed approach and the steps are explained in details. Figure
2 demonstrate an input text which is given to a POS tagger and the results are shown.
Input: “In computer science and information science, an
ontology formally represents knowledge as a set of
concepts within a domain, and the relationships between
those concepts.”
Output: IN In NN computer NN science CC and NN
information NN science, DT an NN ontology RB
formally VBZ represents NN knowledge IN as DT a NN
set IN of NNS concepts IN within DT a NN domain, CC
and DT the NNS relationships IN between DT those NNS
concepts .
IN - Preposition
NN - Singular noun
CC - Coordinating conjunction
DT - Determiner
RB - Adverb
BZ - Verb, 3rd ps. sing. Present
Figure 2. PoS tagger
To facilitate the process only the key phrases containing one word are considered. The effect ratio for each is
calculated in the table 2.
Table 1. The Effect ratio of key phrases
Key phrase

Effect

1

Computer

1

2

Science

3.4

3

information

1.3

4

Ontology

1.5
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5

represents

1.6

6

knowledge

1.7

7

set

1.4

8

Concepts

1.9

9

Domain

1.10

10

Relationships

1.11
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The synonym key phrases are grouped and each grouped is mapped to a resource in the WikiOnt ontology.
Figure 3 demonstrate the mapping process.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper an automated ontology-based approach to extract categories of text documents is proposed. At first
key phrase are extracted and some top key phrases are selected, ranking process is performed based on
calculating frequency of each key phrases. A rich qualified ontology is built from Wikipedia. It is named to
WikiOnt. Each key phrase of the document is mapped to a resource included in WikiOnt. Wordnet is a lexicon
dictionary which is severally used in this process.
It is better that future works focus on the way the key phrases are extracted and selected. Better selection of key
phrases result in better classification. Furthermore future works should focus on the number of key phrases
which are nominated, it significantly effects on result.

Figure 3. Mapping proccess. The result is information sciense
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